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Key Terms

1. Frequency
2. Interval
3. Reciprocal
4. Ratio
5. Inverse

Y10 Higher Maths 1.3 

Averages from a grouped frequency table
The table shows the times, T, taken for 100 people to 

queue for a roller coaster at a theme park. 

a. Estimate the mean waiting time.

b. Explain why the mean is only an estimate.

c. Find the modal class

d. Find the class where the median lies

a. Mean = 
𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒
=

3340

100
= 33.4 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠

b. The mean is an estimate because we don’t know the exact 

times taken.

c. The modal class is the one with the highest frequency. 

20 ≤ 𝑇 < 40 is the class with the highest frequency.

d. If the total frequency in a grouped frequency table is n, 

then the median lies in the class with the 
𝑛+1

2
th item of data. 

100+1

2
= 50.5𝑡ℎ piece of data. This lies in the time 

interval 20 ≤ 𝑇 < 40

Choosing the right average

Average Pros Cons

Mean Includes every 
value in the 
calculation.

Affected by 
‘extreme’ 

values.

Median Is not affected by 
‘extreme’ values.

Doesn’t 
include all 
the data.

Mode Isn’t affected by 
‘extreme’ values
Only average that 
can be used with 
words.

No use if all 
the data is 
different.

Fractions
Multiplying fractions

Multiply numerators together.
Multiply denominators together.

2

3
×
4

7
=
2 × 4

3 × 7
=

8

21
Dividing fractions

Find the reciprocal of the second 
fraction. Then multiply the two 
fractions together.

1

4
÷
5

8
=
1

4
×
8

5
=
1 × 8

4 × 5
=

8

20
=
2

5
Adding and Subtracting Fractions

Need a common denominator

Multiply 
numerator and 
denominator by 
the same value. 

Reciprocal

The inverse of a number

Reciprocal of 3 is  
1

3

Reciprocal of  
1

4
𝑖𝑠 4

Reciprocal of 
2

3
=

3

2

Reciprocal of  
1

0.2
=5

Fraction of ratios
Ratio of black to red balls is 3:7. 

The fraction of red is 
3

10

The fraction of black is 
7

10
.

10 is the total number of parts.

Unitary Form
This when you simplify the fraction to become 1:n. 
Example 5 miles = 8 km 

5 : 8
1: 1.6

Sharing into a ratio
£30 is shared between Jenny and Peter in a ratio 2:3. 
How much does each person get?

5 parts in total. £30 to share into 5 parts. Each 1 part 
is worth 30 ÷ 5 = £6. Peter gets 3 parts so 3 x £6 = 18. 
Jenny gets 2 parts, so 2 x £6 = £12.

Given the difference
Peter and Jenny share some money in the ratio 2:3. 
Peter gets £8 more than Jenny. How much does Peter 
get? Peter gets one more part than Jenny, so each 
part is worth £8. Therefore, Peter gets 3 x £8 = £24 
and Jenny gets 2 x £8 = £16.

÷5 ÷5

Mixed Numbers
Always change a mixed number 

into a improper fraction before any 
calculations

2
1

4
=

2×4+1

4
=

9

4

Fractions of amounts
Divide by the denominator and 

multiply by the numerator
2

3
of 15. 

1

3
of 15 = 5 so 

2

3
of 15 = 10



Key Terms

1. Frequency
2. Composite
3. Comparative
4. Reciprocal
5. Denominator 

Y10 Foundation Maths 1.3 

Fractions
Multiplying fractions

Multiply numerators together.
Multiply denominators together.

2

3
×
4

7
=
2 × 4

3 × 7
=

8

21
Dividing fractions

Find the reciprocal of the second 
fraction. Then multiply the two 
fractions together.

1

4
÷
5

8
=
1

4
×
8

5
=
1 × 8

4 × 5
=

8

20
=
2

5
Adding and Subtracting Fractions

Need a common denominator

Multiply 
numerator and 
denominator by 
the same value. 

Reciprocal

The inverse of a number

Reciprocal of 3 is  
1

3

Reciprocal of  
1

4
𝑖𝑠 4

Reciprocal of 
2

3
=

3

2

Reciprocal of  
1

0.2
=5

Mixed Numbers
Always change a mixed number 

into a improper fraction before any 
calculations

2
1

4
=

2×4+1

4
=

9

4

Fractions of amounts
Divide by the denominator and 

multiply by the numerator
2

3
of 15. 

1

3
of 15 = 5 so 

2

3
of 15 = 10

204 ÷
136

360
= 540

82

360
× 540 = 123

360 − 136 + 82 + 110 = 32
32

360
× 540 = 48 82

360
=

41

180

Bar Chart

Pie Chart



Y10 English  1.3 

Key Terms

1. Dystopia
2. Utopia
3. Implicit
4. Explicit
5. Judicious 

Dystopia: English Language Paper 1 skills
Qu. Skill Question 

stem

Marks Top tips

1 Identify List four 

things.

4 This question is worth 4 marks, so you have 

to find 4 separate points.

• You can list the things, use 

quotations or put quotes in your 

own words.
2 Language How 

does the 

writer 

use 

language

?

8 Here, you are looking at what the author 

has done to create meaning and how it 

impacts on the reader.

This means you should be looking at:

• Word choices used by the author 

(their meaning and connotations)

• Techniques used by the author and 

their effect
3 Structure How 

does the 

writer 

use 

structure

?

8 Have a clear focus on the beginning, middle 

and end of the extract

• What has the writer focused on and 

WHY?

• What do we learn because of the 

ORDER of events?

• What are the links between 

paragraphs?

• Is there a link between the 

beginning and the end?
4 Evaluate To what 

extent do 

you 

agree?

20 Here, you will be given a statement about a 

text and you have to explain whether 

you agree or disagree with it. Your 

answer must:

• Give reasons for your answers

• Support your comments with 

relevant quotations from the text.

• Comment on the overall effects that 

are created by the author

• You must refer to whether you think 

the extract is successful/effective or 

not and give reasons why.

Question 5: 40 marks

This is narrative or descriptive writing based on image or a given title.

Take 5 minutes to plan your ideas.

Be like a camera: 

• Start with a long shot of whole picture.

• Zoom in on one area of the mage

• Track across the image and zoom in on another area.

• Zoom out to a medium shot

• Zoom back in to a big close up.

Use language and structural devices.

Remember this is a creative piece so needs to contain a number of descriptive methods and 

techniques.

Remember to use paragraphs and different types of sentences.

Use a range of punctuation.

Dystopia: 

Definition / Etymology:

The OED defines a dystopia as “an imaginary place or 

condition in which everything is as bad as possible.” 

Further reading:

Gulliver’s Travels, Jonathan Swift. 1726.

The Time Machine; The Sleeper Awakes, H.G. Wells. 1895; 

1910.

Brave New World, Aldous Huxley. 1932.

1984, George Orwell. 1949.

A Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Attwood. 1985.

The Hunger Games, Susan Collins. 2008.



Y10 Biology 1.3

Key Terms
1. Artery

2. Vein

3. Capillary

4. Ventricle

5. Atrium

The Heart

Vena cava carries deoxygenated blood from the body to the 
right atrium.

The atria contract, pushing blood to ventricles which then 
contracts and pushes blood to the lungs via the pulmonary
artery

The blood picks up oxygen from the lungs

Pulmonary vein brings oxygenated blood from the lungs to 
the left atrium.

This contracts pushing blood to ventricles which then 
contracts and pushes blood to the rest of the body through 
aorta

Blood is a tissue consisting of 4 components:

• Plasma                         Carries substances around the body e.g. nutrients.

• Red blood cells            Carries oxygen to the body cells.

• White blood cells            Protects the body from pathogens.

• Platelets               Involved in blood clotting.

The Blood Blood Vessels

Artery:
Thick elastic muscle walls, small lumen.
Carries blood away from the heart at a high pressure.
Capillary:
Thin walls (one cell thick) to allow the exchange of substances via 
diffusion.
Carries blood to and from body cells.
Vein:
Thin walls, very large lumen and has valves to prevent backflow.
Carries blood back to the heart at a low pressure



Equation:

No. of moles = mass in g

Mr or Ar

Y10 Chemistry 1.3 Key words:  - bonding    - ionic     - simple     - covalent       - metallic    - electron transfer

Electron shells hold different numbers of electrons:

2 electrons         8 electrons            8 electrons                    2 electrons 

+ + + +
x

x

x

x
xx

xx

xx xx

xxxx xx xx

xxxx xx xx

x

x

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx

x

x

x

Periodic Table:

Groups

Periods 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0

Group No. of electrons on outer shell

Period No. of electron shells

1st shell                 2nd shell                    3rd shell                        4th shell 

x
xx

Simple Molecular

• Strong covalent bond WITHIN the molecule.

• WEAK attractive forces BETWEEN molecules 
(weak intermolecular forces).

• Low boiling points as less energy required to 
overcome weak forces.

Ionic

• Large entities joining metal and non-metal ions.

• Strong attractive forces between ions acting in 
all directions (Electrostatic force of attraction).

• High melting points as more energy required to 
overcome strong attractive forces between 
ions.

Giant Covalent

• Giant structures made from non-metal atoms.

• Millions of strong covalent bonds between 
atoms resulting in very high melting points.

• Some structures can conduct electricity due to 
delocalised electrons (graphite & graphene).

Moles (Higher Tier)
In chemistry, amounts of substances are measured in moles. 
One mole of any substance is just the amount of that substance 
that contains an Avogadro number of particles – so 6.02 x 1023

particles. The particles could be atoms, molecules, ions or 
electrons. And just like the units ‘grams’ are shortened to ‘g’, 
the units ‘moles’  are usually written as ‘mol’.

The Avogadro constant (Higher Tier)

Just like ‘a million’ is this many: 1 000 000; or a 
billion is this many: 1 000 000 000, so the 
Avogadro constant is this many: 

602 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 or 6.02 x 1023.

And that’s all it is. Just a number.

The mass of one mole of atoms or molecules of any 
substance is exactly the same number of grams as the 
relative atomic mass (Ar) or relative formula mass (Mr) of 
the element or compound. In other words, one mole of 
atoms or molecules or any substance will have a mass in 
grams equal to the value of the relative formula mass for 
that substance. Examples are shown above.

Examples (Higher Tier)

Iron (Fe) has an Ar of 56.

So one mole of iron weighs exactly 56 g.

Nitrogen gas (N2) has an Mr of 2 x 14 = 28

So one mole of N2 weights exactly 28 g 



Y10 Physics 1.3

Key Terms
1.  Latent heat
2.  Vaporisation
3.  Fusion
4.  Internal energy
5.  Temperature

Solids have strong forces of 

attraction. They are held 

together closely in a fixed, 

regular arrangement. The 

particles can only vibrate.

Liquids have weaker forces of 

attraction. They are close 

together, but can move past 

each other. They have irregular 

arrangements. 

Gases have almost no forces of 

attraction between the particles. 

They have they have the most 

energy and are free to move in 

random directions.

Gas is being 
cooled

Gas condenses

Liquid is being cooled

Liquid freezes

Solid is being 
cooled

Internal energy
Particles within a system have kinetic energy when they 
vibrate or move around.  The particles also have a potential 
energy store.  The total internal energy of a system is the 
kinetic and potential energy stores.

If the system is heated, the particles will gain more kinetic 
energy, so this increasing the internal energy.

Specific latent heat
Specific latent heat is the amount of energy needed to change 
1 kg of a substance from one state to another without 
changing the temperature.  Specific latent heat will be 
different for different materials.

▪ Solid               liquid – specific latent heat of fusion
▪ Liquid              gas –specific latent heat of vaporisation

Specific latent heat
Energy is being put in during melting and boiling.  This 
increases the amount of internal energy.  The energy is 
being used to break the bonds, so the temperature does 
not increase.  This is shown by the parts of the graph that 
are flat.

When a substance is condensing or freezing, the energy put 
in is used to form the bonds.  This releases energy. The 
internal energy decreases, but the temperature does not go 
down.

The energy needed to change the state of a substance is 
called the latent heat.

Gas is being 
cooled



Y10 Art 1.3 

Key Terms

1. 1. Industrial

2. Surreal 

3. Technology

4. Disguise

5. Decorative

Steampunk is a subgenre of science fiction that incorporates retro futuristic

technology and aesthetics inspired by 19th-century industrial steam-powered

machinery. As a form of speculative fiction, it explores alternative futures or

pasts but can also address real-world social issues.

Watch and learn about the origins of 

Steampunk. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBqnfc3k8Iw

Task: Use the 

Steampunk images 

to inspire you to 

design and create 

your own creative  

mask outcomes. You 

can add any of 

these images into the 

frighten and 

decoration sections 

of your sketchbook. 



Y10 Photography 1.3

Blue represents both the sky and the sea, and is associated with open 
spaces, freedom, intuition, imagination, expansiveness, inspiration, 
and sensitivity. Blue also represents meanings of depth, trust, loyalty, 
sincerity, wisdom, confidence, stability, faith, heaven, and 
intelligence.

The colour blue has positive effects on the mind and the body. As the 
colour of the spirit, it invokes rest and can cause the body to produce 
chemicals that are calming and exude feelings of tranquillity. Blue 
helps to slow human metabolism, is cooling in nature, and helps with 
balance and self-expression. Blue is also an appetite suppressant.

However not all blues are serene and sedate. Electric or brilliant blues 
become dynamic and dramatic, an engaging colour that expresses 
exhilaration. Also, some shades of blue or the use of too much blue 
may come across as cold or uncaring, and can dampen spirits.

Blue can be strong and steadfast or light and friendly. Blue is used to 
symbolize piety and sincerity in heraldry. The colour blue in many 
cultures is significant in religious beliefs, brings peace, or is believed 
to keep the bad spirits away. In Iran, blue is the colour of mourning 
while in the West the something blue bridal tradition represents love.

The blue colour communicates significance, importance, and 
confidence without creating sombre or sinister feelings. This is where 
the corporate blue power suit and the blue uniforms of police officers 
and firefighter came from. Considered a highly corporate colour, blue 
is often associated with intelligence, stability, unity, and 
conservatism.

Too much blue can create feelings of melancholy, negativity, sadness, 
self-righteousness, and self-centeredness. Too little blue brings about 
qualities of suspicion, depression, stubbornness, timidity, and 
unreliability.

Blue gemstones are believed to aid in creating calm and relaxation in 
crisis situations or chaotic situations, to open the flow of 
communication between loved ones, to feel genuinely inspired, and 
to gain the courage to speak from the heart.

In Blue: This term your will be asked to take over 200 photographs documenting the 

colour blue. Read the text about the colour’s symbolic meaning and start to produce 

your Observational photography using a range of themes as your starting point.

Key Words

Observational Symbolic

Themes
Document

Meaning



Y10 Hospitality & Catering 1.3

Key Terms

1. Food intolerance 
2.Bacteria 
3. Food and the Law 
4. Food poisoning 
5.Allergies 

Food related causes of ill health Ill 
health could be caused by any of 
the following: 
• bacteria
• allergies
• intolerances
• chemicals such as:
• detergent and bleach 
• pesticides and fertilisers

Intolerances
Some people feel unwell when they eat 

certain foods. Common foods that cause 
intolerance include:
• milk (lactose) 

• cereals (gluten) 
• artificial sweeteners (Aspartame) 
• flavour enhancers (MSG).

Food poisoning bacteria 
The main causes of food poisoning bacteria are:
• Bacillus cereus: found in reheated rice and other starchy 

foods.
• Campylobacter: found in raw and undercooked poultry 

and meat and unpasteurised milk. 
• Clostridium perfringens: found in human and animal 
intestines and raw poultry and meat.
• E-coli: found in raw meat, especially mince.
• Listeria: found in polluted water and unwashed fruit and 

vegetables.
• Salmonella: found in raw meat, poultry and eggs.
• Staphylococcus aureus: found in human nose and mouth.

Food and the law 
Food can cause ill-health if it is stored, prepared and/or cooked 
incorrectly or if a person unknowingly eats a food that they are 
allergic or intolerant to. All hospitality and catering provision need 
to follow laws that ensure food is safe to eat. They are:
• Food Labelling Regulations (2006): A label must show all 

ingredients including allergens, how to store and prepare the food, 
where it came from, the weight of the food and a use-by or best-
before date. 
• Food Safety (General Food Hygiene Regulations) 1995: This law 
makes sure that anyone who handles food - from field to plate –
does so in a safe and hygienic way. The HACCP system is used 
throughout the hospitality and catering sector.
• Food Safety Act 1990: This law makes sure that the food people 

it is safe to eat, contains ingredients fit for human consumption 
and is labelled truthfully.

Symptoms and signs of food-induced ill-
health:

Visible Non Visible 

Diarrhoea Nausea (feeling sick)

Vomiting Stomach-ache/cramps

Pale or sweating/chills Stomach-ache/cramps

Bloating Constipation

Weight loss Headache

Allergic/anaphylactic reaction
• Visible symptoms: red skin, a raised rash, vomiting, swelling of lips and eyes and difficulty 

breathing. 
• Non-visible symptoms: swelling of tongue and throat, nausea (feeling sick) and abdominal 

pain. 
• Anaphylaxis: a severe reaction to eating an allergen that can lead to death. An injection of 

adrenaline (for example, an EpiPen) is the treatment for an anaphylactic reaction. 



Y10 iMedia 1.3

Key Terms

1. Visual Identity
2. Graphic Design
3. Slogan
4. Brand Identity
5. Typography

Useful Links
Core brand values examples: why they are key to differentiating your brand

Visual identity: everything you need to know about this essential aspect of branding

What’s in a brand? How to define your visual identify

What is a Client Brief?

Written Brief – a statement of what’s needed.

Script – for a short film or animation.

Specification – more detailed, formal, signatures, dates and 

version numbers.

Client Discussion – ask the client questions.

Content of Client Requirements?

Product – what type of Media product?

Purpose – inform, entertain, advertise, educate, promote?

Content – text, images, logos etc.

Theme – depends on the purpose

Style – may need to be kept in the same style as the rest of a 

company’s products.

Genre – action/adventure, romance, drama, racing etc...

Target audience – age range, genre, without discrimination.

Timescales – deadline date.

Constraints – may have some restrictions.

Content of a work plan:

Tasks – planning/pre-production then generating the final production

Activities – e.g. gathering assets, preparing assets, constructing the main graphic, 

saving, exporting in the required format.

Time scale – amount of time a task is expected to take

Milestones – key dates when a section is completed

Deadlines – completion date.

Resources – what is needed

Contingencies – back up plan, extra time if needed

https://brandfolder.com/blog/core-brand-values-key-differentiators
https://99designs.co.uk/blog/logo-branding/visual-identity/
https://business.adobe.com/blog/how-to/whats-in-a-brand-how-to-define-your-visual-identity


Y10 Geography 1.3 

Key Terms…

Development Indicators – Data or 

evidence that can be used to 

measure the economic or social 

development of a country

Gross National Income (GNI) per 

person – The average income in a 

country

Human Development Index (HDI)

– A measure of development, 

takes into account a country’s 

level of education, wealth and life 

expectancy

Tariffs – A type of tax that may be 

charged on goods as they enter a 

country

Quotas – Restrictions on the 

amount of particular goods that 

can be imported each year

Subsidy – A payment that a 

country makes to its own farmers 

and businesses so that their goods 

can be sold at a lower price to 

consumers

Development Aid – Help which is 

given to tackle poverty and 

improve quality of life over the 

long term 

How do we measure development?

Development means ‘change’. To see how much a country is developing Development Indicators need 

to be used.

• Economic Indicators – GDP / GDP Per Capita / GNI / GNI Per Capita

• Social Indicators – Birth Rate / Death Rate / Life Expectancy / Infant Mortality / Literacy Rate

What is the Human Development Index (HDI)? 

Money is not the only way to measure development, there are also social indicators that can be used. To improve the 

accuracy the Human Development Index (HDI) can be used. This is calculated using Literacy, GNI Per Capita and Life 

Expectancy which provides a single figure between 0-1 (closer to 1 the more developed).

What is globalisation?

The flows of people, ideas, money, and goods making an increasingly complex global web that links people and places from 

distant continents together.  Reasons for globalisation include improvements in transportation, freedom of trade, 

Improvements of communications, Labour availability and skills. NIC’s have benefitted from globalisation due to large labour 

force to manufacture goods, tax benefits so cheaper for foreign companies and encourage Multinational Companies (MNC’s) 

to invest.

What are the patterns of trade between 

LIC’s/HIC’s?

LIC’s export cheaper raw materials (e.g. 

banana’s or cocoa) and import manufactured 

goods.

HIC’s export valuable manufactured goods such 

as electronics and cars and import cheaper raw 

materials (tea, coffee).

How can trade be managed – Free 

Trade? 

Free trade – there are no limits on the 

amount of goods that are imported or 

exported. Benefits exporting countries 

as they are free to export more goods 

to trading partners, increasing profits. 

How can trade be managed 

– Controlled Trade? 

Some countries (usually 

HIC’s) look to protect 

themselves from importing 

cheap goods by plaing 

Quota’s, Tarriff’s or Subsidies

on goods.

What are the different types of aid?

Short term Aid: 

• Emergency Aid – Help that is given urgently after a natural disaster or a conflict to protect the lives of survivors. 
Long Term Aid / Development Aid

• Bilateral aid – Aid is given from one country to another, conditions usually imposed such as trade deals (tied aid).
• Multilateral aid – Aid given to an organisation (World Bank, EU, IMF) then redistributed to countries that need it. 
• Charitable aid – Collecting money from the public and usually spent on specific small scale projects (OXFAM)



Y10 History 1.3 

In the 1800s, industrial towns grew 

rapidly leading to significant public 

health problems

• Overcrowding was a common problem. A large family might live in one small room and share toilets and water pumps with many 
families. Infectious diseases such as typhus and typhoid spread quickly.

• There were very few safety rules in the workplace. Many people worked in dangerous environments and became ill. For example, 
chimney boys suffered from scrotal cancer from soot particles and coal miners from pneumoconiosis from breathing in coal dust.

• There was no regulation of food or hygiene. Milk might be watered down and re-coloured using chalk powder.

John Snow proved that cholera was 

caused by infected water

• Britain faced many deadly cholera epidemics between 1831 and 1866. Cholera causes watery diarrhoea and sickness leading to 
rapid dehydration and death. It was greatly feared.

• People did not know what caused cholera. The common explanation was miasma (bad air). John Snow thought differently. In 1849 
he wrote a book arguing it was caused by infected water.

• During the 1854 epidemic, John Snow proved the link between cholera and dirty water;
• He did house to house interviews and mapped the location of each cholera case.
• He worked out which water pump the infected houses used. He removed the handle of that water pump. The outbreak ended.
• Further exploration found that the lining of the nearby cesspit had cracked. Its contents had leaked into the drinking water.
• Snow’s discovery was made before Pasteur published his germ theory.

Individuals played a significant role in 

public health reform in the 1800s

• William Farr introduced compulsory registration of births, marriages and deaths in 1837. This meant the authorities were more
aware of health problems.

• Thomas Southwood Smith studied diseases caused by poverty. His work was used by Edwin Chadwick as evidence for the need to 
improve public health.

• Edwin Chadwick was the Secretary to the Poor Law Commissioners. He researched living conditions and health of the poor in towns.
He published his findings in his Report on the Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring Population. He linked poverty to poor living
conditions.

Government attitudes changed and 

laissez-faire was replaced by 

legistlation

• In the early 19th Century the government followed a policy of laissez-faire (the government should not interfere in people’s lives).
• Attitudes were gradually changed by a combination of the growing evidence of health problems in industrial cities, cholera 

epidemics, the Great Stink of 1858 and the pioneering work of individuals.
• Public health laws were introduced in the second half of the 19th Century.

Public Health Acts • 1848 Public Health Act – Voluntary. Allowed councils to raise money to improve conditions in their town. However, very few opted
to use this power.

• 1864 Factory Act – Unhealthy conditions in factories became illegal.
• 1866 Sanitary Act – Local authorities became responsible for sewers, water and street cleaning.
• 1875 Food and Drug Act – Regulated food and medicine.
• 1875 Public Health Act – Compulsory. It forced local councils to provide clean water and appoint medical officers of health and 

sanitary inspectors.

GCSE History: A Revolution in Medicine 19th Century



Y10 RWP 1.3

Key ideas

The nature of God Christians believe in one God who is the creator and the sustainer of all that exists. God is omnipotent which means they are almighty and have unlimited power. God 

is benevolent which means they are all-loving and all-good. God is just which means they are a perfect and fair judge

The Problem of Suffering asks: if God is all these things why do they allow bad things to happen to good and innocent people?

The Trinity 
- Christians believe God is three persons in one. This idea is called the Trinity. Each person of the Trinity is fully God but the three persons of the Trinity are not the 

same. The Father is the creator of all life. The Son is Jesus Christ who is both fully human and fully God. The Holy Spirit is the unseen power of God at work in the world, 

especially answering prayers

“We believe in one God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit” – The Nicene Creed

Crucifixion & 
Incarnation 

Crucifixion

Jesus travelled to Jerusalem to preach and he was sentenced to death by Pontius Pilat.  Jesus was 

then nailed to a cross where he died. In his last moments Jesus was able to forgive those who 

were killing him showing Christians how important forgiveness is. This event is remembered on 

Good Friday

“Forgive them father, they know not what they do” – Luke 23:34

Incarnation

Christians believe that God was incarnated (born) in human 

form as Jesus Christ. Mary was impregnated by the Holy Spirit 

and gave birth as a virgin – for Christians this is proof of Jesus’ 

status as the son of God. Christmas is the festival that 

celebrates the incarnation

“The word became flesh” – John 1:14

Resurrection & 
Ascension 

Resurrection

After Jesus was dead and buried Christians believe he rose from the dead – this is the 

resurrection. Early on the Sunday three women visited his tomb expecting to find his body but it 

was not there. After his resurrection Jesus appeared to his disciples and told them to spread the 

word of him. This event is celebrated on Easter Sunday

“He is risen” – Christians say this to each other on Easter Sunday

Ascension

- Forty days after he rose from the dead Jesus ascended

(went up) into heaven

Sin & Salvation
Christians believe you are judged after you die (see Religion and Life) and how well or badly you have lived and treated others decides if you go to heaven or hell

- Sin is any action or thought that goes against God’s will, Christians can look in the Bible for advice on what is a sin e.g. murder (you shall not kill) and adultery 

(cheating, you shall not commit adultery)

- God gave humans free will but they should use that freedom to make good choices and not sin

- Salvation is the idea that Jesus’s crucifixion saves human beings from eternal damnation

- The death of Jesus made up for original sin – the idea that we were all damned by Eve’s choice to disobey God – it allows us to atone for sins and reach eternal life in 

heaven

Christianity Beliefs & Teachings



Y10 TECH AWARD 1/2 in Sport 1.3 Component 2 
Taking part and Improving Other 

Participants Sporting Performance
Learning Aim A: Understand how different components of 
fitness are used in different physical activities 

Learning Aim B: Be able to participate in sport and understand 
the roles and responsibilities of officials. 

Learning Aim C: Demonstrate ways to improve participants 
sporting techniques

Components 
of Physical 

Fitness

Components of 
Skill-Related 

Fitness

Speed

Muscular 
Endurance

Muscular 
Strength

Aerobic 
Endurance

Flexibility
Body 

Composition

Power

Reaction Time

Balance

Agility
Coordination

Static

Dynamic

Number 
of 

players

Length of 
time for 

play

Equipment

Application 
by officials

Non-
adherence to 

rules

Techniques, Strategies and Fitness:
Skills – e.g. passing, scoring

Strategies – e.g. tactics & decision making
Isolated practice – Focus on skills

Competitive Situation – number of 
players, area of play and officials present.

Officials 
in Sport:

Referee
/Umpire

Assistant referee 
/ line umpire

Scorers / judges Video officials

Starting & restarting 
play

Do you know the rules and regulations 
for different sports?

Demonstrations

Selecting 
appropriate drills 
and conditioned 

practices

Providing 
Teaching points

Providing instructions 
&  feedback

Equipment

GroupingsScoring 
systems



Y10 Music  1.3 Musical Elements
(Key Terms)

Texture
How layers of sound interact 

within a piece of music.
• Solo
• Duet 
• Monophonic 
• Homophonic 
• Polyphonic 
• Unison 

Instrumentation
The arrangement of instruments 

within a piece of music.
• Instrumental Techniques 
• Type of ensemble 
• Alternative instrumentation
• Sonic features 
• Electronic sounds Timbre

The quality of sound and 
tone from different 

instruments
• Sonic Features 
• Electronic sounds 
• FX 

Tonality, Scales and Modes 
The pitch in which music is 

written in. 
• Major scales 
• Minor scales 
• Blues scale
• Pentatonic scale
• Modes 
• Ragas 
• Exotic scales 

Harmony
The sound of two or more notes 

heard simultaneously 
• Major and Minor triads 
• Power chords 
• 7th chords 
• Sus chords 
• Extended chords
• Suspensions 
• Inversions 
• Chord sequences 
• Arpeggios 
• Broken chords  

Rhythmic Techniques 
The recurrence of notes and 

rests in time.
• Meter 
• Tempo/BPM
• Syncopation 
• Swing 
• One drop/Skanking 
• Polyrhythms 
• Hemiola 
• Phasing

Structure/Form
The order in which 
different parts in a 

song or piece of 
music. is played 

• Verse/Chorus
• 12 bar blues
• Through-

composed
• Bridge 
• Intro
• Outro
• ABACAD

Melodic Techniques 
A section a music that is 

repeated at different pitches.
• Conjunct 
• Disjunct 
• Chromatic 
• Diatonic 
• Phrasing 
• Repetition 
• Sequence 
• Ornamentation 
• Motifs 
• Round/Canon
• Riffs 
• Hooks
• Improvisation

Production
The process in which music is 

created, captured, 
manipulated and distributed.

• Microphone use 
• Recording styles 
• Sampling 
• FX
• Looping 
• Controllerism
• Turntablism
• Quantisation
• Sequencing 
• Automation



Y10 French 1.3

Use a time phrase at the start of your 

sentence

Normalement je…. = Normally I

Hier j’ai ….. = Yesterday I…

La semaine prochaine je vais…= next week

For the photo!! 

Never say “He is playing” etc…

Il est jouer au foot

Ils sont aller en ville

Il joue au foot

Ils vont en ville

Correct verb endings!!

J’étudier = J’étudie

Je parler = je parle

Je apprendre = j’apprends

Elle écouter = elle écoute

Ils manger = ils mangent

Use all PANDA

Je préfère

J’aime…. 

Je n’aime pas…

Je déteste…

J’adore…

Use all PECPC

Parce que

Étant donné que

Comme

Puisque

Car

Correct negative structures

Je n’y vais pas. = I don’t go there.

Je ne le fais plus. = I don’t do it anymore.

Je ne suis jamais paresseux. = I am never lazy

Je ne joue qu’ au rugby = I only play rugby

Talk about other people, with correct 

endings…

nous allons = we go

nous jouons = we play

nous regardons = we watch

ils portent = they wear

ils chantent = they sing

Plenty of time phrases, quantifiers and 

connectives!

aussi (also), mais (but),

donc (therefore)

toujours (always), souvent (often),

quelquefois (sometimes)

assez (quite), vraiment (really), tellement

(really)

An infinitive structure

A simple verb followed by an infinitive

Je voudrais être = I would like to be

J’aime lire = I like reading

J’adore essayer = I love trying

3 tenses:   present, past and future

1.Present – je fais (I do)    je suis = I am

J’ai = I have      Je vais = I go

2.Past – je suis allé (I went)    j’ai vu (I saw)

J’ai eu = I had      J’ai fait = I did

3.Future– Je vais écouter (I am going to listen)     

je vais être = I am going to be

Je vais aller = I am going to go        

Impressive use of adjectives

(one before one after the noun)

Un bel avenir prometteur

= a beautiful promising 

future

Une belle céremonie romantique

= a beautiful romantic 

ceremony

Un nouveau sac bleu

= a new blue bag

Avant de + infinitive

Avant d’arriver = before arriving

Avant de manger = before eating

Comparatives

Plus beau que = more handsome than

Moins sain que = not as healthy as

Aussi vieux que = as old as

Moins jolie que = not as cute as

Après avoir + past participle

Après avoir mangé, je….

= after eating , I…

Après avoir fini la revision, je…

=after revising , I

Ensure you can use examples of all the grammar points in these boxes for the writing and speaking!

Learn more vocabulary by creating an account either with memrise or duolingo.

Key terms: les loisirs, la nourriture, ma region, le travail, le stage.



Y10 German 1.3

Use a time phrase at the start of your 

sentence and Verb 2nd

Oft spiele ich Golf = I often play golf

Gestern bin ich nach Wigan gefahren = 

Yesterday I went to Wigan

For the photo!! 

Never try to say “He is playing” etc…

Er ist spielen Fussball

Sie sind spielen Basketball

Just “er spielt Fussball” etc

Use adverbial opinions

Ich spiele gern Schlagball.

Ich gehe gern Schwimmen.

Wir fahren sehr gern nach London.

Er spielt lieber Hockey. (He prefers 

playing…)

NEVER Ich mag spielen Schlagball!!!!!

Varied Waterfall words

,weil es lustig ist.

, obwohl es teuer ist.

, wenn es sonnig ist.

, wo ich schwimmen gehe.

Correct negative structures

Ich habe keine Geschwister.

Ich mag Geschichte nicht.

Er trinkt kein Alkohol.

Wir gehen nie ins Restaurant.

Talk about other people, with correct 

endings…

Er spielt… (he…)

Sie geht… (she…)

Wir fahren… (we…)

Sie essen … (They…)

Plenty of time phrases, quantifiers and 

whack ‘em in words!

auch (also), aber (but), deshalb (therefore)

immer (always), oft,

manchmal (sometimes)

ganz (quite), wirklich (really), unglaublich

(unbelievably)

Comparatives

Deutsch ist besser als Kunst.

Mein Bruder ist grösser als meine

Schwester.

Wigan ist nicht so schön wie Bolton.

Future / conditional/ modal structures

Ich werde ins Kino gehen

Ich werde nach Spanien fahren

Ich werde am Computer spielen

Es wird fantastisch sein. (it will be)

Ich möchte Florida besuchen. (would like)

Ich soll mehr Obst essen. (should)

Past tense 

Ich habe Golf gespielt

Ich habe Hausaufgaben gemacht

Ich habe ferngesehen

Ich bin ins Kino gegangen

Ich bin nach Wigan gefarhen

Es war interessant

Es hatte ein schönes Restaurant

um…zu structures

,um Fussball zu spielen = in order to play 

football

,um meine Abitur zu machen = to do my A-

Levels

Complex opinion starters

Meiner Meinung nach = In my opinion

Laut meinem Vater = According to my 

dad

Ich bin der Meinung, dass = I’m of the 

opinion that

…gefällt mir = I like / enjoy

Auf der einen/anderen Seite… = On the

one/other hand

Use seit = since/for (Doesn’t use past 

tense!!)

Ich spiele seit 5 Jahren Golf = I have played 

golf for 5 years

Ensure you can use examples of all the grammar points in these boxes for the writing and speaking!

Learn more vocabulary by creating an account either with memrise or duolingo.

Key terms: Freizeit, Mode, meine Gegend, Urlaub, Arbeit


